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Sir,  

1. PROCEDURE 

(1) By letter dated 24 July 2007, registered at the Commission on the same day 
(A/36327), the German authorities pursuant to Article 88 (3) of the EC Treaty 
notified the following parts of the  guarantee scheme of the Land  Brandenburg: 
(1) guarantees on investment loans to undertakings within rating categories 1 to 
5 of the approved calculation method (N 197/2007)1, (2) guarantees on 
investment loans to undertakings in rating category 6, to special purpose 
vehicles and to newly created firms and (3) guarantees on working capital loans. 

(2) By email dated 13 September 2007 (A/37432), Germany informed the 
Commission that further amendments to the notified scheme were supposed to 
take place and therefore requested the Commission to suspend the assessment. 
The Commission accepted by letter dated 24 September 2007 (D/53790). 

(3) By letter dated 24 September 2007 (A/37729), Germany amended the initial 
notification by withdrawing the first part, namely guarantees for investment 
loans requested by undertakings inside the rating categories covered by the 
approved calculation method (N 197/2007). These types of guarantees are 
covered by the exempted scheme XR 172/20072.  

(4) The Commission requested information by letter dated 22 November 2007 
(D/54687) on the remaining parts of the notification, which was followed by a 
meeting with the German authorities on 5 December 2007.  

                                                 
1 Commission decision on N 197/2007- Method to Calculate the Aid Element in Guarantees by letter K 
(2007) 4287 sent to the German authorities on 25 September 2007. 
2 OJ C 118, 15.05.2008, pg. 13. 



(5) By letter dated 19 December 2007 (A/40483) the German authorities withdraw 
the second part of the notification, namely guarantees for investment loans 
requested by undertakings falling within rating category 6, by special purpose 
vehicles and by newly created firms3. Thus, the notification concerns only the 
third part, namely regional aid in form of guarantees for working capital loans. 
By letter dated 4 January 2008 (D/50019), the Commission confirmed the 
receipt of the partial withdrawal of the notification and confirmed that it had 
resumed the assessment of the remaining notified measures. 

(6) By letter dated 10 January 2008 (A/566), the German authorities requested the 
suspension of the assessment that was accepted by the Commission by letter 
dated 15 January 2008 (D/50178).  

(7) Following two meetings that took place on 17 March 2008 and 11 April 2008 
between the German authorities and the Commission, Germany submitted by 
letters dated 16 May 2008 (A/9173), 24 June 2008 (A/12204) and 1 July 2008 
(A/12992) amendments to the notified scheme. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE AID MEASURE 

2.1. Objective of the aid scheme 

(8) The measure aims at overcoming delays and bottlenecks in the regional 
development of Brandenburg, an assisted area under Article 87 (3) (a) of the 
Treaty in accordance with the German Regional Aid Map for 2007-20134, by 
granting guarantees for working capital loans to certain enterprises located in 
those areas.   

(9) These guarantees for working capital loans are to facilitate the access to finance 
by undertakings active in Brandenburg which, due to insufficient collateral, are 
unable to receive bank loans necessary to finance the growth or fundamental 
changes of their activities (for example, advance financing of turnover growth). 

(10) The reduction or elimination of the identified financing problems in 
Brandenburg is a high priority for Germany since the catching up process in the 
New Lander is stagnating. Moreover, the earlier scheme including guarantees 
for working capital loans, approved by Commission decision NN 6/955 on 9 
August 1996 had been stopped by the end of 2006 in line with the acceptance by 
the German authorities of the appropriate measures pursuant to Article 88 (1) of 

                                                 
3 Regarding guarantees to special purpose vehicles and newly created firms, the methodology approved 
by Commission decision of 17 June 2008 in case N 762/07 will apply. 
4 State aid N 459/2007, OJ C 295, 5 December 2006, pg. 6-24. Under the Regional Aid Map, the NUTS 
II region Brandenburg-Südwest is proposed for eligibility under the derogation of Article 87(3)(a) of 
the EC Treaty until 31.12.2010 (statistical effect region) with an aid ceiling of 30%. After 2010 this 
region might loose its status under the derogation of Article 87(3)(a) and as a result the eligibility under 
the notified scheme. 
5 Commission letter SG (96) D/7438 from 9 August 1996. 



the EC Treaty proposed by the Commission in the context of the entry into force 
of the Regional Aid Guidelines for 2007-2013 (“RAG”).6 

2.2. The nature and form of the aid 

(11) The aid will be provided in the form of public deficiency guarantees 
("Ausfallbürgschaften") for working capital loans. In other words, the Land of 
Brandenburg will provide a guarantee to the lending bank, thanks to which the 
latter will be indemnified in case of default of the borrower. The loan has to 
finance a working capital deficiency of the borrower, that is to say, to finance 
the current assets of the borrower. It can therefore not finance fixed assets, like 
for instance investments in buildings, land or machines. 

2.3. Legal basis of the guarantee scheme 

(12) The legal basis for the guarantee scheme is:  

(a) Guarantee Guidelines of Land Brandenburg for the commercial activities 
and for liberal profession7; 

(b) The Budgetary Regulation of Land Brandenburg and corresponding 
administrative regulations8;  

(c) The Budgetary Law of Land Brandenburg9; 

 

2.4. Administration of the scheme 

(13) The scheme will be operated by the Brandenburg Ministry of Finance and by its 
legal mandatory (currently PricewaterhouseCoopers AG).10 

 

2.5. Budget and duration of the measure 

(14) The overall maximum budget for new guarantees foreseen by Brandenburg in 
the period 2008-2013 is EUR 340 million. The German authorities committed 

                                                 
6 OJ C 320, 28 December 2006, pg. 16, Commission decision C 25/2006. 
7 Original title: Bürgschaftsrichtlinie des Landes Brandenburg für die Wirtschaft und die freien Berufe, 
Runderlass des Ministeriums der Finanzen vom 2007.  
8 Original title: Landeshaushaltsordnung und dazu erlassene Verwaltungsvorschriften, zuletzt geändert 
durch Artikel 14 des Ersten Gesetzes zum Abbau von bürokratischen Hemnissen im Land Brandenburg 
(1. Bbg. BAG) vom 28. Juni 2006. 
9 Original title: Haushaltsgesetz des Landes Brandenburg in der jährlichen Fassung, zur Zeit Gesetz zur 
Feststellung des Haushaltsplanes des Landes Brandenburg für das Haushaltsjahr 2007 (Haushaltsgesetz 
2007-HG 2007) vom 20. Dezember 2006. 
10 The Land of Brandenburg has entrusted PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) with the processing of 
guarantee applications, assessing the sustainability and risk of underlying projects and assuring the 
necessary procedure for decisions on guarantees taken by the Land. On the basis of this mandate, PWC 
supports the Land of Brandenburg in the execution of the guarantee programme. 



themselves to reduce the budget in two steps in 2010 and 2012 according to the 
following table:  

Maximum amount of new guarantees 
per annum in million of euro 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
75 75 55 55 40 40 

 

(15) The scheme will be operated from the date of the Commission decision until 
2013.  

 

2.6. Beneficiaries 

(16) The scheme is limited to SMEs and to undertakings with own legal structure 
that have at maximum 1000 employees. The beneficiary of the scheme has to be 
located in Brandenburg and the financing requirement has to stem from 
activities undertaken in that Land. No transfer of funds (e. g. cash pooling) to 
affiliated companies outside Brandenburg is allowed, so that the planned 
economic effect occurs in Brandeburg. Moreover, in order to benefit from a 
guarantee under this scheme, the beneficiary has to demonstrate that no other 
instrument is available to ensure the financing of the working capital need.11 

(17) Germany expects that the number of beneficiaries is in the range between 51 
and 100.  

(18) The German authorities confirmed that no guarantees will be granted to firms in 
difficulties in the meaning of the Community guidelines on State aid for 
rescuing and restructuring for firms in difficulty12. 

 

2.7. Sectoral scope 

(19) The scheme will apply to all sectors of the economy, with the exception of the 
production of the primary products referred to in Annex I to the EC Treaty, 
fishery, coal industry, steel, the synthetic fibres sectors, transport and 
shipbuilding sectors.  

(20) The scheme will apply to the processing and marketing of agricultural products 
but only to the extent laid down in the Community Guidelines for State aid in 
the agricultural sector13.  

(21) The German authorities confirmed that the scheme will not be applied for 
granting operating aid to the financial service sector or intra-group activities in 
the sense of point 78 of RAG.  

                                                 
11 See also point 23 and 24 of this decision. 
12 OJ C 244, 01 October 2004, pg. 2-17. 
13 OJ C 319, 27 December 2006, pg.1. 



 

2.8. Basic elements of the guarantee scheme 

(22) The Land Brandenburg will grant normally guarantees up to EUR 10 million 
and for up to 80% of a working capital loan14 provided by banks.  

(23) Eligibility to the guarantee scheme is limited to enterprises in rating category 1 
to 5 of the approved German guarantee method (N541/2007) facing one of the 
following four situations, which each creates a need for additional financing15: 
(a) sales growth associated with additional capacity (including stocks), (b) 
changes in the product portfolio, (c) securing company succession, and (d) 
support of high-volume one-off orders. 

(24) Land Brandenburg has set up a so called "Landesbürgschaftsausschuss" to help 
the Ministry of Finance in dealing with the applications.  The Brandenburg 
Ministry of Finance is the decision making body and has a discretionary power 
in deciding on the provision of a guarantee. However, two criteria have to be 
respected: the viability and economic merits of the project financed by the loan. 
The guarantees will be awarded after a detailed three-stage analysis is 
undertaken. First, the bank that plans to grant the loan must be convinced of the 
economic viability of the project presented by the borrower so that it accepts to 
give the loan. Second, PricewaterhouseCoopers will check the economic 
viability of the project financed by the loan and verifies the plausibility of the 
borrower's planning. Finally, the economic impact (merits) of the project on the 
Land Brandenburg is examined by the Ministry of Economy. The decision to 
accept or reject the application for a state guarantee is taken by the Brandenburg 
Ministry of Finance.  

(25) Guarantees can be granted on the basis of the notified scheme only in case 
where a combined Federal-Land guarantee cannot be considered16. 

(26) The annual guarantee fee is currently 1% of the outstanding guaranteed amount. 
In addition, an application fee of 0.75-1.25% of the initial guaranteed amount is 
charged.  

(27) The eligible costs are determined by means of liquidity planning derived from 
sales and cost planning of the undertaking applying for the public guarantee for 
the working capital loan. The working capital loan to be covered by the 
guarantee finances exclusively the additional working capital requirement, 
which results from one of the four fundamental case groups as defined in point 
23 above. Any guarantee for losses accumulated in the past are excluded. 

                                                 
14 The remaining 20% are at the own risk of the bank giving the working capital loan. 
15 A beneficiary may benefit several times from the scheme, however, only if a new financing 
requirement  

    is demonstrated: either (a) new case group is concerned or (b) the new financing requirement is not 
in direct connection with the previous one. 
16 Under the Federal scheme (N 439/2007) guarantees are awarded in parallel by the Federal State and 
the Land on the basis of the combined Land guarantee Program and Federal guarantee Program 



(28) The guarantee can be granted for a maximum of 8 years with a linear decrease 
of the guaranteed amounts after half of the duration passed17. 

(29) The aid element of the guarantee is established on the basis of the approved 
calculation method for working capital loans (N541/2007)18.  

(30) The maximum amount of aid is limited to EUR 2 million per project and the 
guarantee amount to maximum EUR 20 million per project. 

3. ASSESSMENT 

3.1. Legality of the measure 

(31) By notifying the aid measure before putting into effect, the German authorities 
respected their obligations under Article 88 (3) of the EC Treaty. 

3.2. Existence of state aid 

(32) State resources are involved in the notified scheme since indemnification 
payments resulting from the guarantees are financed by the State budget. 

(33) The measure is selective since it will be granted only to certain firms in 
Brandenburg. Moreover, the State has a discretionary power in awarding the 
guarantees. 

(34) The measure conveys an advantage by relieving the beneficiaries of the 
guarantee from the costs which they would have to bear under normal market 
conditions since, without the intervention by the State, the borrowers would 
obtain working capital loans only at higher costs, if at all.  

(35) The measure affects trade between Member States since the scheme is not 
limited to beneficiaries which are active in sectors where no intra-community 
trade exists. 

(36) In view of the above, the Commission considers that the notified measure 
constitutes state aid within the meaning of Article 87 (1) of the EC Treaty. The 
German authorities do not contest that conclusion. 

(37) As regards the amount of aid, it will be calculated on the basis of the approved 
calculation method for working capital loans (N541/2007)19. 

                                                 
17 The decrease of the guarantee after half of the duration is not required for enterprises that have a 
cash-flow need caused by high-volume one-off orders (i.e. case group (d)). 
18 Regarding guarantees to special purpose vehicles and newly created firms, the methodology 
approved by Commission decision of 17 June 2008 in case N 762/07 will apply. 
19 Regarding guarantees to special purpose vehicles and newly created firms, the methodology 
approved on 17 June 2008 by Commission decision in case N 762/07 will apply. 



3.3. Compatibility of the measure 

(38) Having established that the measure involves state aid within the meaning of 
Article 87 (1) of the EC Treaty, it is necessary to consider whether the above 
mentioned measure can be found compatible with the common market. 

(39) The Commission has examined the measure in the light of Article 87 (3) of the 
EC Treaty. Since the State guarantees will decrease the financing costs which 
the borrower should normally support when financing its current assets, it 
constitutes operating aid. The Commission has explained in the RAG how it 
will assess operating aid. 

(40) According to points 76, 77 and 79 of the RAG, operating aid is normally 
prohibited, and can be granted only exceptionally in Article 87(3) (a) regions 
provided that 

− it is justified in terms of its contribution to regional development (targeted), 

− its nature and its level is proportional to the handicaps it seeks to alleviate, 

− it is temporary and reduced over time, and should be phased out when the 
regions concerned achieve real convergence with the wealthier areas of the 
EU,  

− in principle it is granted in respect of a predefined set of eligible 
expenditures or costs and limited to a certain proportion of those costs, 

− the Member State has committed itself to respect detailed reporting rules, as 
laid down in point 83 of the RAG. 

(41) For the assessment of the proposed measure, the Commission will, therefore, 
first consider whether in line with the requirement of the RAG Germany has 
sufficiently demonstrated the existence and importance of any handicaps in 
regional development it seeks to alleviate. Afterwards, the Commission will 
assess if the measure is targeted to the delays and bottlenecks in regional 
development and whether the measure is proportional, temporary and reduced 
over time (degressive). 

Limited to assisted areas in the meaning of Article 87(3) (a) EC Treaty 

(42) In line with the German Regional Aid Map for 2007-2013, all the regions where 
this scheme applies are indeed regions eligible for regional aid pursuant to 
Article 87(3) (a). 

(43) Germany has confirmed that in line with the Regional Aid Map, in case the 
statistical effect region (Brandenburg-Südwest) will loose its status under the 
derogation of Article 87(3)(a) after 2010, this region will not be eligible under 
the notified scheme any longer. 

Existence and importance of handicaps in regional development 



(44) The German authorities provided an analysis of the current economic situation 
in the Land of Brandenburg. They demonstrated on the basis of several socio-
economic indicators the still persisting economic problems and argued that lack 
of access to working capital loans is restricting growth of enterprises and 
thereby limiting the regional development. 

(45) Germany emphasized that due to the difficult economic situation in the last 
years a continuing decline in the size of the population of the East German 
Länder could be observed (also due to migration of population to the old 
Länder). In particular, the share of population between 18 and 30 years reduces 
every year, which has a negative impact on future labour force and population 
development. 

(46) In addition, a strong income gap (measured in GDP/capita) between East and 
West Germany is still persisting. Even 17 years after Germany's reunification, 
the Land Brandenburg reaches only 70.2% of the national average per-capita 
income. In addition, the catching-up process came to a stop.20  

(47) Due to a lower job density in the Land of Brandenburg as compared to the 
national average, a severe job deficit exists. In connection, the unemployment 
rate is high. Despite continuously decreasing rates since 2005, the 
unemployment rate in the Land of Brandenburg is in 2007 still about twice as 
high as in Western Germany, 14.9% compared to 7.5%.  

(48) Industrial undertakings in Brandenburg have a comparatively low export 
orientation, which means that they benefitted less from the export dynamics of 
the last years. For example, in Brandenburg the share of international sales were 
only 23.6% in 2006, whereas the national average was 41.9%. 

(49) In addition, the productivity of companies in Brandenburg is on average 
approximately 20% below the national average. 

(50) Brandenburg is characterised by a comparable inferior average size of 
enterprises,21 which realise lower turnovers per employee (see graph 1 below). 
There is a disproportionately high number of small- and medium-sized 
enterprises but very few large enterprises. 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
20 According to revised figures of IWH "Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung" Halle, the economy in the 
boom years of 2006 and 2007 in the New Länder grew at a lower rate than in the Old Länder. The 
figures with regard to GDP growth for 2006 had to be adjusted downwards markedly for all New 
Länder (Brandenburg: from 1.9% to 1.3%, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern: from 2.0% to 1.5%, Sachsen-
Anhalt: from 3.0% to 1.8%, Thüringen from: 3.1% to 2.7%, New Länder: from 3.0% to 2.2%). Growth 
in the Old Länder was 3.0%. 
21 Cf. the German Institute of Employment Research: IAB research report no. 11/2006, p. 20. 
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(51) Germany explained that due to these specific economic conditions, companies 
in the Land of Brandenburg on average have difficulties in access to working 
capital loans. Access to loan financing is, however, a condition for sales growth 
and for ensuring profitability. Germany showed that between 2002 and 2007 the 
short-term loans (under which working capital loans are counted) to firms of all 
sizes in the Land of Brandenburg have decreased by 34.2%, whereas in 
Germany as a whole the decrease was only 0.6%. As regards long-term loans to 
firms in the Land of Brandenburg, they have decreased by 16.4% whereas for 
Germany as whole there was an 8.0% increase (see graph 2 below). This 
demonstrates that there is a general problem in access to finance in 
Brandenburg. 

(52) On a more detailed level,  study carried out by KfW22 showed that differences 
with regard to loan access between East and West German companies have, 
inter alia, to be attributed to the different sector and size structure of the 
companies. The research institute "Institut für Mittelstandsforschung Bonn"23 
observes in particular that, in comparison with West German SMEs, East 
German SMEs have less capital reserves and the collaterals they can offer to 
banks have a lower value. 

(53) An important regional handicap is, therefore, the short-term funding of business 
enterprises. Germany argues that this is a substantial impediment to the 
adjustment of East German companies with regard to size, profitability and thus 
competitiveness. 

 
 

 

 

 

                                                 
22http://www.kfw.de/DE_Home/Service/Online_Bibliothek/Research/PDF-
Dokumente_Unternehmensbefragung/Ubef2007_lang-D.pdf 
23 http://www.ifm-bonn.org/assets/documents/BMWI-Dokumentation-561.pdf 

http://www.kfw.de/DE_Home/Service/Online_Bibliothek/Research/PDF-Dokumente_Unternehmensbefragung/Ubef2007_lang-D.pdf
http://www.kfw.de/DE_Home/Service/Online_Bibliothek/Research/PDF-Dokumente_Unternehmensbefragung/Ubef2007_lang-D.pdf
http://www.ifm-bonn.org/assets/documents/BMWI-Dokumentation-561.pdf
http://www.ifm-bonn.org/assets/documents/BMWI-Dokumentation-561.pdf
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(54) Regarding the stock of short term liabilities as a share of the balance sheet total, 
the German authorities provided figures that in particular for enterprises with a 
turnover below EUR 50 million in the Land of Brandenburg show that these 
companies finance themselves to a lesser degree with short-term loans. 

Targeted to delays and bottlenecks in regional development 

(55) In Germany, companies traditionally rely on bank loans for their external 
financing. Since companies in the Land of Brandenburg due to the special 
historic situation (no older existing firms with an established capital base) often 
do not possess sufficient collateral, they have an insufficient ability to receive 
such bank loans. Existing assets are very often already used as security for 
investment loans so that no collateral is available for necessary working capital 
loans, for example, related to turnover growth. On the background of the 
unfavourable company structure in Brandenburg (too many smaller companies 
and not enough large companies), and keeping in mind that smaller companies 
have limited access to the capital market, the resulting financing bottlenecks 
will have an impact on regional development. 

(56) Germany has demonstrated that the nominal amount of short-term loans has 
declined by over 34% over the last 5 years in Brandenburg. The Commission is 
of the opinion that this reveals the existence of a particular handicap. The 
Commission, therefore, considers that the measure is indeed targeted to a 
defined bottleneck (difficulties in the access to working capital loans) for 
regional development. The specific lack of capital reserves and collateral, which 
also results from the special historic situation in the Land of Brandenburg, 
justifies the provision of state guarantees that counterbalance the lack in 
collateral. 

Proportionality to the handicaps it seeks to alleviate 

(57) With the provision of State guarantees for working capital loans, Germany 
provides compensation for insufficient collateral by beneficiary companies and 
thereby allows these companies to finance their turnover growth, a change in 
their product portfolio, company succession or high-volume one-off orders. 

(58) Due to the condition that the State guarantee is limited to maximum 80% of the 
working capital loan, and the need of the beneficiary to pay a guarantee fee and 



an application fee, the risk of windfall gains and misallocation is reduced. In 
this respect, the Commission also observes that the detailed verification 
performed by Germany before granting of a guarantee ensures that a financing 
problem indeed exists and that the guarantee does not insure a loan which the 
bank would anyhow have provided without problem. In addition, the  working 
capital loan to be covered by the guarantee refers exclusively to the additional 
working capital requirement, resulting either from turnover growth, a change in 
the product portfolio, company succession or high-volume one-off orders. Any 
guarantees for the financing of losses accumulated in the past are excluded. 

(59) Germany showed that the lack of access to finance is particularly acute for 
smaller companies. Germany argued that the smaller companies among the 
large companies are often faced with the same problems in access to short term 
financing than SME. With the proposed limitation of the guarantee scheme to 
companies with at maximum 1000 employees, the scheme is limited to the 
companies which have significant difficulties to raise working capital loans. 

(60) In the past, the measure was open to all size of companies. The Commission 
believes that an immediate limitation to SME would be too far reaching, in 
particular, since Germany explained that this measure constitutes a financing 
source on which firms in the Land of Brandenburg traditionally relied upon24. It 
is also important to note that the evidence provided in respect to the decline of 
absolute loan amounts in recent years (cf. point 51) does not distinguish 
between the size of the firms. In addition, the so-called German “Mittelstand”, 
to which firms also above SME size belong, is key to the economic 
development. The Commission believes that by limiting the measure to 
companies with at maximum 1000 employees a significant step forward in the 
direction of phasing out this measure is achieved. 

(61) It is also important to note that, in practice, State guarantees to subsidiaries of 
very large companies are excluded since the mandatory has to verify that no 
alternative financing instrument could be used. For large companies it will 
always be possible to finance working capital needs by other means than a state 
guaranteed loan and, therefore, they would not be eligible for a guarantee under 
this scheme. 

(62) Furthermore, with the limit of the maximum amount of a guarantee to EUR 20 
million and an aid element of maximum EUR 2 million (both conditions have to 
be fulfilled at the same time) it is excluded that the State supports very high 
risks or that very large guarantees are provided that may seriously distort 
competition and trade between Member States. 

Limitation in time 

(63) The maximum duration of an individual guarantee is 8 years. The scheme as 
such will expire at the end of 2013 in line with RAG. 

Reduced over time 
                                                 
24 It is also important to note that until the end of 2006 in line with past practice, guarantees up to EUR 
20 million under the old de minimis rules did not constitute state aid. 



(64) Germany has introduced degressivity at the level of the individual guarantee and 
at the level of the scheme. 

(65) Though it is normally in the nature of a loan guarantee that due to the repayment 
of the loan also the exposure of the guarantor is reduced, for working capital 
loans this is not always the case since these loans are often provided as credit 
lines of which the full amount can be used/drawn until the maturity. With the 
introduction of the requirement that after half of the duration the guarantee will 
be reduced linearly, Germany fulfils the requirement of degressivity on the level 
of the individual guarantee. 

(66) On the level of the scheme, Germany will, as indicated previously, introduce a 
budgetary restriction on the maximum amount of new guarantees per year. In 
addition, the yearly amounts are reduced considerably until 2013. 

Definition of eligible expenditure and limitation to a certain proportion of these costs 

(67) The Commission notes that Germany requires that the eligible costs is defined 
on the basis of a liquidity planning of the undertaking applying for the guarantee 
for the working capital loan. 

(68) The State guarantees at maximum 80% of the working capital loan and the 
beneficiary has to pay a guarantee fee on the outstanding amount as well as an 
application fee. The resulting aid element of the guarantee is then calculated by 
using the approved calculation method for working capital loans. On this basis, 
the Commission concludes that the measure is indeed limited to a certain 
proportion of the costs. 

Exclusion of certain sectors and firms in difficulties 

(69) The scheme is limited to sectors falling under the scope of the RAG, and 
excludes the sectors excluded from operating aid pursuant to point 78 of the 
RAG, as well as firms in difficulty. 

Acceptance of reporting rules 

(70) In line with point 83 of the RAG, Germany has confirmed that it will provide 
each year a detailed report in respect of each NUTS-II region in which operating 
aid on the basis of this scheme is granted, notably by identifying the ten largest 
beneficiaries and by specifying the sector(s) of activity of the beneficiaries and 
the amount of aid received by each in the region concerned. 

3.4. Conclusion 

(71) Germany provided evidence on the still existing bottlenecks in regional 
development of the 87 (3) (a) regions of Brandenburg linked to lack of access to 
working capital loans which is particularly acute for smaller companies but not 
limited to SMEs only . In addition, compared to the past practice, Germany 
proposed to considerably limit the application of the guarantee scheme. With 
these limitations, in particular the reduction in the budgetary means, the 
maximum guarantee amounts and the limit to companies with maximum 1000 
employees, the Commission considers that the scheme is targeted to bottlenecks 



in regional development and being proportional to the specific handicap (lack of 
access to working capital loans). Furthermore, the scheme is degressive and 
limited in time. The Commission encourages Germany to stop this measure after 
2013. 

4. DECISION 

(72) The Commission has accordingly decided to consider the aid scheme 
compatible with the EC Treaty. 

(73) The Commission, therefore, accepts that Germany grants operating aid in the 
form of State guarantees for working capital loans on the basis of this scheme 
until 31 December 2013. 

(74) The Commission reminds the German authorities on their commitment to fulfil 
the reporting obligations. 

(75) The Commission further reminds the German authorities that all plans to modify 
this aid scheme have to be notified to the Commission.  

 

If this letter contains confidential information, which should not be disclosed to third 
parties, please inform the Commission within fifteen working days of the date of 
receipt. If the Commission does not receive a reasoned request by that deadline, you 
will be deemed to agree to the disclosure to third parties and to the publication of the 
full text of the letter in the authentic language on the Internet site:  

http://ec.europa.eu/community_law/state_aids/index.htm  

Your request should be sent by registered letter or fax to: 

European Commission 
Directorate-General for Competition 
State Aid Greffe 
B – 1049 Brussels 
Fax No: 32 2 296 12 42 

 

Yours faithfully, 
For the Commission 

 
 
 

Neelie KROES 
Member of the Commission 
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